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Don is a true example of how hard work and dedication can shape your life and pay off 

in so many ways. Don started working in the Residential Construction Industry in his 

late teens building decks and fence’s for Lincolnberg homes and has stayed by their 

side every since. Through his hands-on experience as a site superintendent and his 

perseverance he became the Construction Manager in 2012 and President of the Infill 

division-Timberhaus Developments in 2017. 

He attributes his success to his mentor Keith Jansen, President of Lincolnberg Homes 

who truly taught him the basics of building a home and the relationships between 

builder and trade/supplier. These fundamentals have helped him not only in his 

professional role, but in his personal life. His passion for quality workmanship prompted 

the startup of two additional companies-Patriot Plumbing and DVT Contracting. As the 

founder of these companies he strives for balance and equality between builders and 

trades. If you ask Don about why this is so important he would say “Quality trades 

creates customer results/referrals which amounts to trust”. This motto has lead 

Lincolnberg Homes to win Best Customer Experience in 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and be 

one of the most respected production builders in Edmonton. 

With the launch of Timberhaus Developments in 2017, Don has become an active 

member of the IDEA group to start an initiative to expedite building permits. As an 

integral part of the Infill revolution and YEG Garden Suites he also aims to be a liaison 

between the CHBA-ER and Greenfield developments. His experience as a production 

home builder and now Infill developer allows him to share his knowledge and 

experience with both markets.  

Don currently volunteers with the Builder Technical Committee and is passionate about 

educating, mentoring and being a liaison. He wants all builders to have a voice to 

express current issues and agendas for the future of the Edmonton housing market. 

With the many hats that Don has worn over the course of his career he brings a fresh 

perspective to the residential construction industry as he has truly invested his life in this 

industry and can share experiences as a trade, a production builder and a custom infill 

builder in our beautiful city. 

 

  



 


